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When It is NOT a Pet
Ordinarily, property owners have the right to refuse animals while
renting their property. However, there a specific circumstance exists
when a dog, cat, or possibly another animal it is not considered a "pet."
When a disabled person with an assistance animal applies to rent a
property, a landlord cannot refuse to rent to the prospective tenant on
the grounds of having an animal or "pet." This is under Title II of the
American Disabilities Act of 1990.
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We are here for you!
We provide you with professional
management services for residential
properties throughout the metro
Atlanta area. Our business focus is to
care for each individual customer and
cater to their individual needs in order
to deliver the highest level of
personalized service at a minimal cost.
Our caring Attitude and commitment
to the highest standards of integrity
will keep us in the forefront of the
industry and will always be the focus of
our property management services.
We are detail oriented and leave
nothing to chance ensuring that we
uphold your best interest well into the
future.

Definition of a service animal - a
service animal is one individually
trained to do work or perform tasks
for the benefit of a person with a
disability. A service animal, such as
a dog, can be any breed or size. It
might wear specialized equipment
such as a backpack, harness,
special collar, or leash, but this is
not a legal requirement.
Determining a true service animal housing providers may ask an
applicant or tenant to provide
documentation from a qualified
professional that the individual has
a disability and requires a service
animal as an accommodation.
What you cannot ask - housing
providers may NOT ask an
applicant or tenant to provide:

applicant's/tenant's disability

training certificate)

Fair Housing laws, individuals with
disabilities may ask their housing
provider to make reasonable
accommodations in the "no pets"
policy to allow for their use of a
companion/assistive animal.
Service animal training - generally,
they train most service animals to
assist the disabled person with
individual needs relative to that
person's disability. While some
animals receive certification papers,
others do not. It is legitimate for a
person with a disability to train
his/her own service animal. There is
currently no national standard with
which to evaluate the training or
performance of any type of service
animal, including guide dogs. You
may not require the disabled tenant
to provide proof of the service
animal's training.

No additional deposits - a service
animal is not a pet and you cannot
lawfully require any additional
deposits. You also cannot retaliate
by creating a higher deposit than
what you would require for other
prospective applicants for the
property.
Service animal damages - you can
hold responsible for the actions of
his/her animal for any damage to
your property. Additionally, the
tenant must comply with any of your
established policies such as
cleanliness and maintenance of the
unit as well as leash requirements
and noise guidelines. In most
cases, assistance animals are
usually well behaved.

Our Services








Proper tenant screening - you
cannot refuse to rent to disabled
tenant and their service animal, but
as your property manager, but you
can require them to process
through the same screening
practices as other tenants.



Obviously, a service animal is a
sensitive issue and as your property
management company, we know
the importance of following the law
to avoid any legal issues. However,
we will require them to meet our
screening standards.












Full-service residential
property management
Aggressive rent collection
Technology driven
company
Extensive
advertising/marketing of
vacancies
Competitive rental/leasing
rents and rates
Friendly, efficient full-time
office staff
Year end - tax ready
summary statement
Easy-to-read computerized
monthly financial owner
statements/reports
Access to reliable, licensed
and insured maintenance
contractors
Supervise/coordinate
maintenance
Thorough tenant screening
Administer legal
proceedings, if necessary
Cooperate with Real
Estate agents
24 hour/7 days a week
availability for emergencies
Digital photographs of
available rentals on our
website

Announcements
Check Your Insurance: Events can
happen - flood, extreme heat,
hurricanes, fire, and more! It is
important to check your insurance to
obtain the best coverage possible
and ensure that it is current. Review
now with your insurance agent
before a disaster/emergency
occurs.
If An Emergency Occurs: Our first
priority during any emergency is to
handle the situation, taking any
necessary measures for the safety
of your property and your tenants.
Then, we will contact you as soon
as we are able.

